**Visions of Tomorrow**

**Ph.D. Event**  
Dept. of Computer Science

December 3rd and 11th, 2020  
http://phdevent.di.unipi.it

---

**December 3rd:**

**14:50**  
ANTONIO BROGI  
Full Professor at University of Pisa  
Opening Remarks

**15:00**  
MARCO CALDERISI  
CTO at Kode  
“Are we all Data Scientist?”

**16:00**  
LUCA ASCARI  
Director, CAMLIN Group  
“From research to industry: a case history in neurotechnology”

---

**December 11th:**

**09:50**  
ANTONIO BROGI  
Full Professor at University of Pisa  
Opening Remarks

**10:00**  
PHILIPPE FOURNIER-VIGER  
Full professor, Harbin Institute of Technology  
“Advances and challenges for the automatic discovery of interesting patterns in data”

**11:00**  
DMITRIJ LAGUTIN  
Researcher, Aalto University (Espoo, Finland)  
“Decentralized Identifiers, Verifiable Credentials, and Internet of Things”

**12:00**  
DAVIDE BOSCAINI  
Researcher, Fondazione Bruno Kessler  
“3D deep learning to the test of real-world challenges”

---

WHERE  
All talks will be held online.  
http://phdevent.di.unipi.it

Sponsored by:  
University of Pisa

Organized by:  
Daniele Di Sarli, Andrea Lisi, Daniela Rotelli, Andrea Valenti